
Keep sensitive emails safe straight from your mobile device.

Secure sensitive emails on the move
Our dedicated secure mobile app is much more than a static email reader. Full send and 
receive capabilities make it quick and easy for you to not only read but also respond to Egress-
encrypted emails directly within the app, fast-tracking sensitive information flows when out of 
the office. And with just a couple of taps, you can apply protection to your email, ensuring that 
efficiency and mobility don’t come at the expense of data security.
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The way in which we communicate has changed 
dramatically. Workforces have become increasingly 
remote, while digital connectivity has spawned a 
24/7/365 culture where employees work around the 
clock to get everything done. Productivity may be 
the beneficiary, but the risk of sensitive data slipping 
through the net only increases as fatigue sets in on 
rushed workers striving to meet their latest deadlines.

The Egress secure email mobile app has been built and 
programmed specifically to help on-the-go employees 
stay productive and, importantly, keep sensitive  
data safe.

Boost business productivity
Keep the business moving securely around 
the clock with mobile email protection.

Keep sensitive data safe 
Apply email protection straight from your 
mobile device.

Stay in control
Access detailed audit logs, apply message 
restrictions, and revoke sent items.

Avoid user frustration
Engage employees to keep data safe with a 
simple and hassle-free mobile experience.

Protect emails on the go



About Egress 
Our vision is for a connected world in which people communicate efficiently 
and securely. To achieve this, we provide human layer security to protect 
individual users and stop breaches before they happen.
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Control sent packages 
straight from the app
Just like with Egress Protect on 
desktop, you can use the secure 
mobile app to manage and control 
your sent items after they have left 
your outbox. You can track where 
recipients have viewed an email and 
even fully revoke access altogether 
so that, should a colleague or third 
party suddenly no longer have the 
authority to view certain content, 
you can immediately block them 
from reading the message. This 
gives you complete security when 
protecting sensitive data.

Engage employees to keep emails safe
When email protection solutions are complex, users avoid them 
altogether and all that does is put sensitive data at greater risk of 
exposure. Our simple and secure mobile solution provides an easy-to-
use interface that completely removes hassle from the user experience, 
meaning employees engage with the app, apply the right level of 
protection to emails, and keep data safe wherever they are. The app 
also replicates all folders from your desktop Outlook to keep workflows 
moving and avoid any disruption to productivity.

Top four features

Visit www.egress.com for  
more features.

Email and file encryption

iOS and Android-enabled

Full send/receive functionality

Controlled access to sent 
packages 
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“The best thing I like about Egress is the 
simplicity and the ease of access for users.”
EGRESS CUSTOMER REVIEW, VIA G2 CROWD

For more information please contact your account manager or 
call 0844 800 0172


